Introduction
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Motor behaviors comprise a continuum of "moving" a limb and "holding" it still via dynamic and Monkeys performed a precision grip task by squeezing a pair of spring-loaded pivoted levers to align the bars (corresponding to lever displacements) to prescribed rectangle areas in the front display. During the task either spinal or cortical local field potentials (LFPs) were recorded in conjunction with electromyography (EMG) of forelimb muscles. B. Task epochs delineated by events, and exemplar raw traces of finger force (sum of two lever forces), LFP, and EMG. On visual and auditory cues, the monkey squeezes the levers (grip phase: red-shaded area) maintains the force for 1-2 s (hold phase: blue-shaded area). C. A list of forelimb muscles recorded in the present study (for each animal, see Table S1 ). D. Representative patterns of coherence (bottom) and the underlying power spectra (top) of i) spinal broad-band (BB), ii) spinal narrow-band (NB) or iii) cortical NB LFPs with the corresponding EMGs (middle: i) AbPB, ii) AbPL, and iii) AbDM).
Distinct types of time-frequency coherence patterns: spinal broad-band, spinal
88 beta-band, and cortical beta-band coherence 89 To examine the overall time-frequency patterns in coherence, we applied wavelet transformation on 90 LFP and EMG signals with respect to grip onset or release onset (from 1 s before and 0.5 s after the 91 onset), both of which were then processed for spectral analysis ( Figure 1D ). We found three major 92 types of coherence patterns in the spinomuscular or corticomuscular coherence. Spinomuscular 93 coherence exhibited two types: one was termed spinal broad-band (BB) coherence, which exhibited 94 paralleled temporal evolution with that of the paired EMG pattern, namely phasic-tonic activity 95 during grip-hold phases ( Figure 1D-i) ; the other was termed spinal narrow-band (NB) coherence 96 in the beta range, which markedly emerged during the grip phase ( Figure 1D -ii). In contrast, 97 corticomuscular coherence appeared as a NB in the beta-range, being pronounced specifically 98 during the hold phase ( Figure 1D -iii). 99 To classify these time-frequency patterns, we measured the following two features of coherence: 100 (1) the integral of the contours in the wavelet coherence (Figure S1A-i) and (2) the frequency width 101 of coherence in a fixed-time period as a supplement that was used in a previous study (Takei and 
127
To further explore the functional differences among the coherence types, we examined which 128 individual muscles were coherent with the spinal or cortical LFPs (Figure 3) . Overall, the coherent muscles ( Figure 3B ; yellow). While a substantial proportion of significant pairs of both types of spinal coherence patterns 136 were found in the grip phase, a significant difference in latency was observed with respect to grip 137 onset ( Figure S2 ). Spinal BB coherence was distributed with a median value of 95 ms prior to 138 grip onset, whereas spinal beta-band was distributed with a median value of 7 ms prior to grip 139 onset (t-test with unequal variance, p < 0.001). Spinal BB coherence occurs first, leading to spinal 140 beta-band coherence within c.a. 90 ms.
141
Differences in frequency, phase, and inter-muscle connections between spinal and 142 cortical coherence in the beta range 143 We then investigated whether a difference exists between the spinal and cortical NB patterns, 144 by comparing frequency and phase distributions between the two coherence patterns (Figure 4 ).
145
The spinal NB coherence showed a slightly higher frequency content in the normalized frequency 146 distribution than the cortical NB coherence ( Figure 4A ). We also found each phase distribution We frequently observed coherence between an LFP at a given recording site and multiple EMGs, 153 which may imply an interaction among the muscles through a shared network. We defined the 154 muscles that simultaneously emerged at a given site as "interacting muscles" mediated by spinal Direction of causality in spinomuscular and corticomuscular coherence 163 We further examined whether the observed coherence reflects putatively causal interactions in 164 a particular direction. To explore the direction of an influence and its phase-lag relationship 165 between the neural structures and muscles, we used a combination of directed and partial directed 166 coherence measures based on Granger causality and a multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) model. 167 Each measure is complementary to each other in determining a causality and estimating the lag (see 168 Materials and Methods for details). We found that spinal BB coherence predominantly comprised 169 an efferent pathway with relatively weak beta afferent components ( Figure 6A 
192
Spinal BB coherence reflects population motoneuron pool activity 193 In our previous study, we reported BB coherence between the spinal LFP and a forelimb muscle. Further studies are warranted to explore these issues. 
Methods and Materials
373
Dataset
374
The datasets used in the present study were obtained from four male macaque monkeys consisting completion of the trial (1s after the release), the monkey was rewarded with a drop of apple puree.
387
The force required to reach the target positions was adjusted independently for the index finger 388 and thumb of each individual monkey. CA, USA) acutely or chronically. Specific muscle sets (ranging from intrinsic hand to elbow muscles) 395 for each animal are listed in Table S1 . For spinal recordings, we implanted a recording chamber on 
where X and Y are time-frequency representations and , are power spectra of LFP and EMG 452 signals calculated using the wavelet transformation. as 1, ( ) and 2, ( ), respectively, the power spectrum of each signal (j=1,2) was calculated as:
where L is the number of data segments available and an LFP-EMG pair is as follows: 
where is the significance level. Because we were more interested in detecting coherence 466 bands, spurious point-wise significance had to be excluded. Thus, we put a more stringent level for 467 the probability, i.e., = 0.005, corresponding to a threshold coherence value of 0.0409. 
where | 1 ( )| and | 2 ( )| stand for each coherence, and 1 and 2 for the degrees of freedom (2 493 x (pairs) x (frequency bin)). Under the null hypothesis the two coherence frequency distributions 494 are equal, the underlying datasets ((88 pairs against 127 pairs) x (64 frequency bins)) for two 495 coherence patterns were randomly permuted, averaged, and calculated into the Z-scores above.
496
The procedure was iterated 10000 times to obtain an empirical distribution, from which 97.5th and 497 2.5th percentiles were assigned for upper and lower limits to determine a significance ( Figure 4A -ii). 
where 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) are the two time series. The off-diagonal components of the 2-by-2 matrix The spectral representation of the MVAR process is derived considering the Fourier transforma-516 tion of the equation above (7):
where ( ) is 2-by-2 coefficient matrix calculated as:
where is an imaginary unit, and T is the sampling interval. The equation (8) is rewritten as:
where ( ) is 2-by-2 transfer function matrix calculated with ( ):
where is the identity matrix. 
529
Directed coherence ( ( )) is calculated as:
where ( ) is the power spectral density of the signal , calculated based on the AR model as:
where is the covariance matrix of the error term ( ) and the superscript denotes the Hermitian 532 conjugate.
533
Partial directed coherence ( ( )) is calculated as follows:
where represents a variance of .
535
Partial directed coherence ( ( )), reflecting the off-diagonal elements of ( ), is nonzero if and 536 only if direct causality from to exists, whereas directed coherence ( ( )), based on ( ) that 537 contains a sum of terms related to every transfer paths, is nonzero whenever any path connecting 538 to is significant, reflecting both direct and indirect causality between and . The two measures 539 also differ in normalization; ( ) is normalized with respect to the structure that receives the signal, 540 whereas ( ) is normalized with respect to the structure that sends the signal. of bins at a particular frequency that exceeded the significance limit in the individual coherence 574 spectra. The percentage was calculated by dividing the significant number by the total number 575 of pairs at a given frequency; the significance limit was determined using binomial parameter 576 estimation (p = 0.005) with the total number of pairs.
577
The phase of partial directed coherence for the significant bins determined by directed coher-578 ence was calculated as follows:
where is the number of the data sections, and denote each time series, and * denotes a The datasets that support the findings of the current study are available from the corresponding 600 author on reasonable request. 
B i) ii)
Figure S1. Group classification of coherence patterns. A. i) Integrated contour in wavelet coherence and ii) the frequency width in standard coherence for classification. The integrated contour was calculated as a sum of the area above the significance level from the wavelet coherence, whereas the frequency width was taken as consecutive coherence above the significance level at its highest peak (shaded area). B. The integrated contours (x-axis) for Spinomuscular coherence exhibited two unimodal distributions, delineating spinomuscular NB and BB coherence, whereas corticomuscular coherence was distributed unimodally in the NB. Using frequency band width (y-axis) some outliers (> 25Hz in frequency band width in the upper-left quadrant) in NB coherence were corrected to BB coherence. Representative spectrograms and contours for calculating the onsets; i) for BB and ii) for NB. White lines in spectrograms and red lines in contours stand for the onsets of the coherence, calculated as medians of the first time that rises above significant levels (black contours) in all significant bands. B. Group histograms. The median latency for BB (red bars: -95 ms) was significantly earlier than that for NB (blue bars: -7 ms). The p-value was calculated using t-test with unequal variance. 
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